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Pizza Installation 
 

We start with the Dough that our Treasurer, ____________ so carefully takes care 

of for us. She kneads it and then spreads this dough all over the __________ PTSA 

pizza. 

 

Then we have the Recipe, no good pizza starts without a good one and that is just 

what our Recording Secretary, ____________ does as she writes down all the 

needed ingredients for future reference. 

 

Now our Executive VP, ____________ is the Pizza Sauce because like pizza 

sauce she spreads herself all over, where ever the president needs her. 

 

Well just like every good pizza needs Green Pepper to give it flavor, so we rely on 

our Financial Secretary, ____________ to make sure our green is all distributed 

over our PTSA’s programs. 

  

And it is the Red Pepper that our Auditor, ____________ sprinkles all over our 

pizza that gives it color without putting our PTSA books in the red. 

 

Our 1st VP of Programs, ____________ is the gooey Mozzarella that makes for a 

great pizza just like great programs make for a great PTSA.  

 

And what would a pizza be without Pepperoni? This round spicy topping, is one 

you always want to have, just like we always want to keep our 2nd VP Ways and 

Means, ____________ around to organize our major fundraiser, the Snack Bar. 

 

3rd VP of Membership, ____________ has got to be the Mushroom… because we 

want our PTSA membership to mushroom under her direction. 

 

As Pineapple is the symbol of hospitality and sweetness, so is our 4th VP of 

Hospitality, ____________ so we must make sure she is on our pie. 

 

And the Volunteer Coordinator, ____________ is our Olives. Because she says 

“Olive (pronounced ‘I love’) making sure we have enough volunteers” to help out 

and make our events a success. 

 

Now we all Ar-to-choke ALL our legislators for the financial mess our schools are 

in right now, yet we appreciate the part that this ingredient, our leg officer, 

____________  provides to the overall recipe of our PTSA pizza.  
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Meatballs add substance to our pizza like bylaws add substance to our PTA. Thus 

our Parliamentarian, ____________ as the meatball, must have the balls/strength 

to keep order in our lively meetings! 

 

Our Corresponding Secretary, ____________ is the onion on our pizza. This 

dicey ingredient is spread all over the entire pizza like she spreads the PTSA info 

throughout our membership.  

 

Historian, ____________ “saw-us-age” on the job and kept a record of it. Some 

say she might use if for blackmail, others say, she is just trying to count hours! 

 

A good pizza always includes fresh sautéed Garlic. And Garlic helps support the 

heart just like the heart of Member at Large, ____________ will support our 

PTSA 

 

Now let’s not forget the spices, our Advisors who add the final zest to our SHS 

PTSA Pizza.  

 

-  ____________ is the Red Pepper Seed - As a vice principal for several 

years, he has learned to sprinkle himself all over the school. By his nature, 

this ingredient, knows how to deal with a little heat thus he can help our 

PTSA out of any hot situation! 

 

- ____________ – is the BIG cheese at ___________, therefore, he is our 

final topping and one not pizza could do without. Therefore he is the 

Parmesano, our pie-zono in a jam.   

 

Finally we have our President, ____________. As the Baker, it is she who must 

pull together all these ingredients to create the incredible, edible delight, known as 

____________ PTSA. She is also the Delivery Person. And though she rarely gets 

a tip, __________ with style and grace, always delivers an awesome culinary 

delight, known throughout _____________as the BEST PIZZA IN TOWN! 

 

So in conclusion, I, being of questionable mind and body, now officially install all 

you wonderful, tasty ingredients as the officers of the ____________ PTSA!  

 


